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ABSTRACT

Human Factors issues with automated driving systems (ADS) are becoming more apparent with the increasing prevalence of automated vehicles on the public roads. As automated driving demands increased performance of supervisory skills of the driver, rather than vehicle handling skills, a mismatch occurs between the demand and supply of the drivers’ skillset. Therefore, it has been suggested that drivers should at all times have meaningful human control (MHC) over ADS. The basic idea behind MHC is derived from the debate on autonomous weapon systems, and entails three essential components: human operators are (1) making informed, conscious decisions, (2) sufficiently informed about lawfulness of an action and its context, and (3) properly trained, to ensure effective control over the use of ADS. This paper presents definitions, components and potential human roles within ADS, from an interdisciplinary and a MHC perspective. The ideas presented in this paper are valuable to both designers, manufacturers, and road operators, as well as policy makers, driving licensing bodies, and lawyers and insurers, and our future research into these topics will deliver usable results for all stakeholders.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The call to address Human Factors issues with automated driving systems (ADS) is becoming increasingly important, as market penetration of (partially) automated vehicles (SAE level 1 or 2; SAE, 2016) also increases. As a driver relinquishes tasks to an ADS, the driver is being ushered into a new role: that of a supervisor. During level 1 and 2 automation, longitudinal and/or lateral control is being taken over by advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), which entails systems such as adaptive cruise control (ACC), lane keeping assist (LKA), or park assist, but also traction control and anti-lock braking system (ABS). Higher levels of automation (SAE level 3-5), will be able to take over the complete dynamic driving task, leaving the driver to merely watch the car drive itself. With this role change, the driver is subjected to out-of-the-loop difficulties (Gold et al., 2013; Louw, Merat, & Jamson, 2015). However, merely keeping the driver in the loop does not seem to be a sufficient solution, especially for prolonged periods of time (cf. Mackworth, 1948; Szalma et al., 2004). A more promising solution would be a case in which the human driver is asked to perform within their capabilities. This raises demands for meaningful human control (MHC; originated from the field of autonomous weaponry [Future of Life Institute, 2015]) over automated driving systems. The concept of MHC expresses the extent to which a human can maintain control over an automated system, even when not in (full) operational control (e.g., when an ADS rather than a driver performs operational actions; Santoni de Sio, 2016; Santoni de Sio & Van den Hoven, 2018). MHC is ultimately more demanding as well as more inclusive than the classic notion of “direct” operational
control, where a physical link is constantly required between human controller and controlled system. It is more demanding, as it prevents certain systems (such as vehicles) to be deemed under human control simply because somebody is ‘in-the-loop’. It is more inclusive, as it can also include supervisory control, which entails monitoring an intelligent system that is in (full or partial) operational control, and gives the user the ability to undertake action if required. Moreover, MHC applies in principle also to automated systems without direct supervision.

1.2 Objectives

This paper will address the importance of incorporating MHC in the design, implementation and use of ADS. First, we will provide a definition of MHC, after which we will introduce the core components of an ADS that incorporates MHC. Consequently, based on these core components, the chain of control within an ADS will be discussed. Lastly, the implications an ADS with MHC has on the human driver will be investigated. The implications and impacts of MHC over ADS to various types of stakeholders will be discussed, and suggestions will be made in light thereof.

2 INCORPORATING MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONTROL IN AUTOMATED DRIVING SYSTEMS

2.1 Defining Meaningful Human Control

We approach the definition of Meaningful Human Control (MHC) over automated driving systems (ADS) by distinguishing two conditions, namely tracking and tracing (Santoni de Sio & Van den Hoven, 2018). In their article, Santoni de Sio and Van den Hoven (2018) identified tracking as the first necessary condition of MHC, and defined it as the ability for a decision-making system (such as ADS) to at all times be responsive to (i.e., ‘to track’) the human agent’s (e.g., driver) relevant reasons to act. This can be at the level of a planned destination, or conventional social moral reasoning.

They identified tracing as the second necessary condition of MHC, and define it as the possibility to trace an automated system’s behaviour back to some (responsible) human agent (e.g., operator, supervisor, designer, etc.). In order for that condition to be satisfied, there has to be at least one human agent in the system’s design and use history who is able to understand both the capabilities of the system to a sufficient extent, and their own role as targets of potential moral consequences for the system’s behaviour.

With these two definitions in mind, we aim to identify core components involved in MHC over ADS, and the roles humans could or should maintain in order to achieve MHC over ADS.

2.2 Core components of automated driving systems with Meaningful Human Control

Driver, Vehicle, Infrastructure, and Environment have been identified as categories, wherein core components that are relevant to ADS have been identified (Calvert, Heikoop, & Van Arem, submitted). Based on an extensive literature search, the underlying components enable MHC to be analysed and integrated into the ADS in a very practical fashion. These core components play an important role in the chain of control within, and interaction between the driver and the ADS.

To give a few examples, some of the core Driver components identified are the sensory components necessary
for a driver to perceive stimuli (e.g., visual, auditory, and tactile components), and components involved in the cognitive and decision making process, such as interpretation and tactics. These (dynamic) components are commonly collated as driver behaviour, as an expression of a driver’s state (as opposed to the usually static driver trait, like their personality). The (quality of) performance of these behaviours depend on whether they are automatized (i.e., skill-based), learned (i.e., rule-based), or ‘on-the-spot’ (i.e., knowledge-based) (cf. Rasmussen, 1983), and will be discussed further at section 2.3.

Some of the core Vehicle components are for instance sensors, such as the speed indicator and fuel gauge, and actuators such as the engine and clutch. Note that for an automated vehicle, for example its sensors take on a different role, from distributing information to the human driver during manual driving, to using this information itself when driving automatically, leading to completely different components for the same purpose.

For Infrastructure and Environment components, the authors identified physical and digital components, such as road surface materials and structure, and GPS and V2V communication, as well as weather components, such as rain and snow, and geographic components, such as urban or rural surroundings.

Furthermore, in their paper, Calvert, Heikoop and Van Arem (submitted) show how and why control is affected during the transition from manual to automated driving. They identified that in particular at higher levels of automation (i.e., SAE level 4-5), uncertainty increases over how this chain of control is (meaningfully) maintained, as operational control primarily lies with the ADS. Control and responsibility are shown to be even more unclear in the intermediate levels of automation (SAE level 2-3), where the chain of control is often shared between the driver and the ADS.

When aiming to adhere to the two necessary conditions of MHC for the design of ADS, following the chain of control, identified within the core components of ADS, allows explicit traceability of MHC to be performed.

2.3 Exploring human control over automated driving systems

The previous two sections explained two key conditions for MHC, and emphasized that following the chain of control within an ADS is important to apply MHC therein. This section explores the human role within ADS, and its relation towards MHC.

From a human perspective, controlling an (automated) vehicle requires skill-based, rule-based, as well as knowledge-based behaviour (Rasmussen, 1983). Loosely defined, skills are elements one is completely familiar with and can execute almost effortlessly (like steering with the wheel, negotiating a curve, or braking comfortably for a traffic light; basically anything one will be taught to do for getting your driver’s license, and now can do automatically). Rule-based behaviour entails behaviour that is performed by remembering how to act given a specific situation (such as driving 50 kph at a 50 kph road, or stopping at a red light, but also not driving through a military convoy). Knowledge-based behaviour is addressed when a driver experiences a new, unfamiliar situation, and entails drawing conclusions from past experience and general knowledge, to be able to deal with this unfamiliar situation (like driving in snowy weather, or correcting while skidding). A lot of these situations can be trained, such as during advanced driver training courses.
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With automated driving, many (if not all) of these behaviours will be taken over by the ADS, meaning that there will be little (if anything) left for the driver to perform within the context of operational control. But on the other hand, drivers of such vehicles will need to learn new skills too, such as driving (interacting) with ADS, and taking on a supervisory role. However, it is as of yet unclear to what extent the decrease and/or increase in behaviours occurs during automated driving.

This is currently being investigated by looking at what effects the levels of automation, as defined by the SAE, have on human behaviour, quantifying the number of tasks added or taken over by the ADS, depending on its level of automation (i.e., level 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5).

3 IMPLICATIONS AND IMPACTS OF MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONTROL FOR AUTOMATED DRIVING SYSTEMS

3.1 Tracking and tracing

This paper briefly stresses the importance of having trackability and traceability incorporated in ADS in order to achieve a meaningful form of human control over such systems. Having an ADS tracking a human’s intentions and moral standards avoids awkward situations in which the vehicle does something the human does not want, like missing an exit, or potentially in extreme cases, running over someone.

Being able to trace the status and actions of an ADS also helps the human understand the functioning of the ADS, and enables them to act appropriate, interacting as it were with the ADS, allowing for safe driving with a vehicle equipped with such a system.

Thus, when designing an ADS, adhering to the tracking and tracing principles will allow a human to have a vehicle at all times under meaningful control (i.e., not plain monitoring until something goes wrong, inevitably ending out-of-the-loop). For policy makers, this type of human control also allows for morally and legally sound ADS, as responsibility can always be tracked and traced back. Perhaps most important, the end user (i.e., driver/operator) of a vehicle equipped with ADS will face an acceptable and trustworthy form of control over their vehicle, and won’t ever feel (nor actually be) completely out-of-the-loop.

3.2 Following the chain of control

An awareness of the importance of following the chain of control opens the gateway for safe and secure design and implementation of ADS, as it shows the core components involved within an ADS, and the components affected by a transition of control due to a transition in the level of automation. This allows ADS designers and legislators tracing back responsible components much easier, as the system is transparent. Moreover, ADS designers can understand the impact their systems have on the human driver as well as designing ADS such that a human driver can comfortably and safely (i.e., meaningfully) use that system. The extent to which the chain of control has to be, and is possible to be followed, will have to be further researched. For example, from a Driver perspective, would it suffice to follow it up to a behavioural level, or should we go as deep as a neurological level? From a Vehicle perspective, do we need to know all the nuts and bolts of a given vehicle? From an
**Infrastructure level**, will we come to a stage where we need to investigate individual pebbles to identify what went wrong? With higher levels of automation, we might need to be able to follow the chain of control further. These questions may be particularly interesting for lawyers and insurers to be answered, and for driver licensing bodies, it would be of interest to know what future drivers need to know and be able to do in various use cases.

### 3.3 Control challenges and impacts for a human driver

In order to maintain meaningful human control over an ADS, understanding the effect the transition of control has on the human driver in terms of trackability and traceability could be achieved by identifying what skills, rules and knowledge is being taken over by the ADS. Unexpected or unprecedented shifts in the remaining tasks for a human driver during higher levels of automation could prove disastrous for the human driver’s ability to act as a fall-back in case of emergency. Given the core components involved with manual driving, from a human perspective, mirrored against how much influence they still have during (fully) automated driving, calls for an overhaul of the current transition of control over the various levels of automation. Moreover, the fact that a driver gets ushered into the unfamiliar, unknown role of a supervisor, entails that the demand for skilled behaviour is increasingly replaced by the demand for knowledge-based behaviour. Driving licensing bodies could step into this caveat, addressing the now unfamiliar situations, incorporating those into driver training, to allow future drivers to have the appropriate amount of skills to meaningfully control an ADS.

### 4 ASSESSING AND IMPLEMENTING MEANINGFUL HUMAN CONTROL IN AUTOMATED DRIVING SYSTEMS

#### 4.1 The challenges in implementing Meaningful Human Control

Having MHC over an ADS implies full awareness (or traceability) of the systems’ status and actions, and also the presence of an ADS that knows what you want (i.e., trackability). Several, if not all, core components within such an ADS are involved when aiming to maintain MHC, and trying to address all these components in order to achieve the ability for a human driver to maintain MHC over an ADS is no easy task. From a human perspective, the role transfer comes with an unavoidable and often undesired transfer in required skill- and rule-based behaviour. A transfer of control over various levels of automation that incorporates both defined conditions implies a smooth transition for the human driver to the extent that they will not be asked to perform a task they are not qualified or capable of doing.

#### 4.2 Future research

This paper introduces the notion of MHC over ADS by means of theoretical reasoning. Empirical assessment of the key elements discussed in this paper regarding MHC are therefore yet to be assessed. In order to be able to incorporate the notion of MHC in ADS, one could think of a human-machine interface that provides the human driver with up-to-date status and action reports, and allows the driver to actively interact with the ADS. Future research could investigate whether an ADS that overtly ‘decides’, allowing for a trackable system (in contrast to a ‘black box’), increases the likelihood of MHC over such an ADS. Furthermore, for researchers exploring this
domain, it is suggested to view the transition of control from a human perspective, rather than from a technical perspective (like the SAE levels of automation). Having an ADS incrementally take over tasks from a driver to such an extent that the driver is capable of performing their new role, could set another step closer to meaningful human control over an automated driving system. As a final, hereto related, suggestion, future research could investigate which tasks lend themselves best for ADS take-over without the risk of losing driver skills.
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ABSTRACT

Autonomous and connected vehicles are an emerging technology which may prove to be the next big evolution in transportation. As of now, major vehicle manufacturing industries are developing their own prototype autonomous cars with plans to eventually release this technology to market, in full scale, up to 2030. Despite enthusiastic speculation about the potential benefits of autonomous and connected vehicles, to date little is known about the factors that will affect consumers’ acceptance or rejection of this developing technology. Gaining acceptance from end users and consumers will be critical to the widespread deployment of autonomous-connected cars. In this context the present paper describes a survey conducted by means of a questionnaire methodology distributed to undergraduate and postgraduate university students in Greece. The responses from the people participated in this survey show that performance expectancy and trust in automation could be some of the key factors influencing public attitudes towards the implementation of autonomous and connected vehicles in future transportation scheme.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in vehicle automation technology (e.g. automatic braking, automatic cruise control, intelligent speed assistance, line keeping assistance, etc) are moving us closer to increasingly Autonomous and Connected Vehicles (ACVs). In this basis the impact of ACVs could be enormous. It could help to drastically reduce road fatalities as over 90% of the road accidents have been reported coming from human errors. Moreover, new transport services could also be developed especially when vehicles are provided with connectivity in addition to automation, e.g. traffic safety related warnings, traffic management, new possibilities for elderly people or impaired people, advanced individual comfort and convenience for drivers/users. It could also result in new business models, such as car sharing services and shared mobility which could lead to a strong decrease of vehicles on our roads [1].

All these potential societal benefits will not be achieved unless these vehicles are accepted and used by a critical mass of people; thus it will be important to understand consumers’ acceptance before the arrival of ACVs on international market. In this context it is not yet clear to what extent users accept automation technologies in vehicles and what the factors and determinants of user acceptance of automation are [2].

Various researchers have previously conducted surveys on public opinion about the perception and adoption of vehicles with autonomous-connected driving technology. In 2014, Schoettle and Sivak [3] investigated public opinion about autonomous and self-driving vehicles among 1533 respondents in the United States of America,